Double Centralizers were first introduced by G. Hochschild in his cohomology studies [15] , and later, independently, by B. E. Johnson in [16] (see also [17] ), who was largely interested in applications to analysis. Work on the ideal theory of algebras and Banach algebras by Dauns and Hofmann ([6] , [7] ), and on extensions of C*-algebras [1] are examples of such applications. Left centralizers are used in the papers of Wendel on norm decreasing isomorphisms of group algebras ( [21] , [22] ). The latter results are especially important and suggestive for us. Wendel showed in [21] Th. 2 that the left centralizers of a group algebra form an algebra isometrically isomorphic with the algebra M(G) of complex valued, bounded, regular Borel measures on G. This suggested the result given above, namely that centralizers of a twisted group algebra should be vector-valued measures. We also show, in analogy to a result of Wendel, that the isometric left centralizers correspond to certain measures with a one point support. Moreover, several of our arguments take those of Wendel as a starting point. The description of isometric isomorphisms of group algebras given in [21] is the forerunner of our results on classifying isometric isomorphisms of twisted group algebras, and, as a matter of fact, is a corollary of them. The form of our results on 358 ROBERT C. BUSBY left centralizers opens up the possibility of extending Greenleaf's work ( [13] ) on norm decreasing homomorphisms of group algebras to the twisted group algebra setting (although we do not pursue the possibility here).
In §1, we collect the needed facts about centralizers. In §2 we give a general cohomology and extension discussion which is needed later. Section 3 is denoted to developing and expounding the theory of Banach algebra valued measures as we will need it. These first three sections contain summaries of some well known results, reorganization and extension of some lesser known material, and some new results. Section 4 contains the main description of left centralizers on a locally continuous twisted group algebra, as well as a discussion of double centralizers and isometric centralizers, and §5 gives applications to the study of isomorphisms and particular examples. It should be noted that in the case where the object algebra is the complex numbers, the automorphism is trivial and the cocycle is continuous, some of the results of §5 specialize to results of Edwards and Lewis [11] . 1* Centralizers on algebras* The results of this section will be stated without proofs, except when proofs do not exist elsewhere. In this entire paper, topological group will always mean second countable group, and the term Banach algebra will always include the assertions that the algebra is separable and has a norm one, two-sided, approximate identity. A Banach *-algebra will be a Banach algebra with an isometric involution. Isomorphism and representation of a Banach algebra (group) will always mean (unless otherwise stated) isometric (topological) isomorphism and continuous (continuous unitary) representation on a separable Hubert space, respectively. If the algebras have involution, isomorphism and non-degenerate will also mean ^isomor-phism and ^-representation, respectively.
Let A be a Banach algebra. A left (right) centralizer on A is a bounded linear map L: A-> A (R: A-> A) such that if a, be A, then L(ab) -L(a)b (R(ab) = aR(b)). A double centralizer on A is a pair of functions, (L, R), from A to A such that if a, beA,aL(b) = R(a)b.
Let ^t L (A), ^e(A), ^fέ(A) be the set of left, right, and double centralizers on A, respectively. PROPOSITION 1.1. (
i) If(L,R)e ^€{A) then L e Λ? L (A) and R e ^€ R (A), and || L|1 = (ii) ^f L (A) and ^f B (A) are Banach algebras with composition as multiplication and operator norm. (iii) If A is a Banach *-algebra, then ^f(A) is a Banach *-algebra with operations as follows:
(L u R^)o(L 2 , R 2 ) = (L t L 2 , i? 2 i2i); (Ir, R)* = (R r ,
L') where R r {x) = R(x*)* and L'(x) = L(α;*)* (iv) T&e map from ^f(A) to ^£ L (A) which takes (L, R) to L is an isometric monomorphism of ^£(A) into
Proof. All these facts may be easily deduced from statements in [16] , and our assumptions on A.
There is a natural map i A of A into ^L(A) given by: i A (x) -L x where, for ye A, L x (y) = xy. If R x is similarly defined by R x (y) = yx, then the map i A given by i A (x) - (L x , R x ) is a map into PROPOSITION 
(i) i A and i A are isometric algebra homomorphisms, (ii) if A is a *-algebra, i A preserves involution, (iii) i A (A)(resp. i A (A)) is a left (resp. two-sided) ideal in (iv) If we regard A g ^(A) £ ^^L(A) by the above identifications, then κ y£ r (A) is the idealizer of A in /f L (A), i.e., {x e ^t L (A) \(x A\J A x) c A} .
Proof. The first three assertions are elementary, (iv) follows from Proposition 1.1, (iv) and the fact that if A'XdA for some xê f L (A), then left and right multiplication by x provide a double centralizer pair of actions.
In the future we will identify A with i A (A) and with i A (A) . If a e A and m = (L, R) e ^t(A) then (with the above identication in force) ma = L(a) and am = R(a). DEFINITION 1.3. (i) The strong topology on ^L(A) is the locally convex topology generated by the seminorms (λ β ; a e A) where for m ê f L {A),X a {m) = ||raα|| (ii) The strict topology on ^(A) is the locally convex topology generated by the seminorms (λ β ; aeA) and (ft αe A) where λ α is as above and p a (m) = ||αm||. PROPOSITION 
(i) A is strongly (strictly) dense in and ^£ L (A)(^Jt(A)) is strongly (strictly) complete.
(
ii) The unit ball in ^£ L (A)(^/ί(A)) is strongly (strictly) metrizable and complete.
(iii) // A has involution, the group %f(A) of unitaries in
is a Polish group in the strict topology (i.e., separable, and metrizable by a complete metric).
Proof. A proof of (i) can be deduced from [1] , Propositions 3.5, 3.6 . Let A be the set of seminorms {(λ β ) U (p a )}> where a ranges over a countable dense set in A. Then the sets {m e ^f (4) | λ(m) <s}, where ε is rational and λ e A can easily be shown to form a base for the unit ball in A. A similar result holds in ^f L (A), and so (ii) is true. Finally it is easily shown that the strict limit of unitaries is unitary in ^//(A), so ^(A) is closed in ^/S(A), and (iii) follows. In this paper, ^(A) will always be assumed to have the strict topology. PROPOSITION (A) .
By the linearity of A, we may assume ||m|| = 1. Now it is not hard to show that if (e^) ieI is an approximate identity (always two-sided, norm-one) in A, and δ^ = me { , then lim^^ δ^ = m (strongly). Also (bi) ieI satisfies Condition (ii) above and so lim^^ δ^α = ba for some beB and all ae A. Then m = \ b and A is onto. PROPOSITION 1.6. (i ) If φ is an isomorphism between Banach algebras (resp. Banach *-algebras) A x and A 2 , then φ uniquely extends to an isomorphism (also denoted φ) between ^/ί L (A^) and ^^,(A 2 ) (resp. ^/ί(A^ and ^C(A 2 )).
(ii) φ induces a homeomorphism from ^(A^ onto ^(A 2 ) (each with the strict topology).
(iii) If π is a representation of the Banach (resp. Banach*) algebra A on H, then π extends uniquely to a representation of ^t L (A) (resp. on H. The extended representation is also denoted π.
Proof, (i) and (iii) can be found in [16] , and (ii) is straight forward.
Our final result on centralizers is a technical result which will be needed in §4. We first prove a lemma. LEMMA , b n in B such that ΠlU S(h) = ^> then for any a? e X 3i with I $i(x) I < || h ||. This means that || δ^ (i) T and a are Borel measurable, (ii) For each a? in G there is a neighborhood JV^ of e such that /3(ar\ V, x) is continuous in y for ?/ in JV*.
We remark that we could have given an analogous definition of continuous at the identity (where N and all N x are replaced by {e}), and that this and the above definitions are essentially those of Calabi [5] .
Also notice that if A is a Banach *-algebra and (T, a) is a cohomology pair for (G, A), then (T, a) is also a cohomology pair for (G, ^(A)) (recall that T extends to ^T(A) => A). The only non obvious part of this assertion is contained in the following lemma. (m-a) ) is clearly Borel from G to A and thus so is the function
This completes the proof.
It can be similarly proved that if (Γ, a) is locally continuous for (G, A), then (extended) it is also locally continuous for (G, ^(A) ).
Again let A be a topological group (Banach *-algebra). We let Z 2 (G, A) be the set of all locally continuous cohomology pairs for (G, A). Let F(G, A) be the set of all functions from G to A (resp. ^(A)) which are Borel measurable and continuous in a neighborhood of the identity. Then JP(G, A) is a group under pointwise multiplication and acts on Z 2 (G, A) as follows: If τ -(T, a) e Z\G, A) and p e F(G, A) then
where
for all x, y in G and α in A. Proof. The computations involved in (i) are straightforward, as are the measurability and continuity properties. If s = (φ, 7) in (ii) and τ 2 = p>τ 1 for p e F(G 2 , A 2 ), then it is easily shown that q-(s'T^ -(s r 2 ) where qeF(G ly AJ is given by: q(x) = 7~1j)(^(x)).
COROLLARY 2.5. %?(G, A) = j>f(G) x J>f{A) acts as a transformation group on H 2 {G, A) with action as given above.
Now let A be a (not necessarily topological) group and r = (T, a) be a pair satisfying (ii), (iii), and (iv) of Definition 2.1 a. We then call τ an algebraic cohomology pair for (G, A). Let B τ be the group
) and π τ {a, g) -g define maps from A to J? r and B τ to G respectively. Then, as is well known, 0 -> A -^-> B τ ~^-> G -• 0 is an exact sequence of groups, which we denote by E τ . We say that two The triple (7, β, φ) is called an isomorphism of E x with E 2 . If 7 and φ are each the respective identity maps on A and G, we say that E γ and E 2 are equivalent, and write E 1 = 2£ 2 . For a given exact sequence E, we let [E] denote the equivalence class containing E, and we denote the set of equivalence classes of such exact sequences (for fixed A and G) by Ext (G, A). It is well known that the correspondence
is a bijection from the set of algebraic cohomology pairs for (G, A) to Ext (G, A). Now suppose that A is a topological group. In each exact sequence
require that β be a topological group and i and π be continuous. By topological isomorphism (or equivalence) of two such sequences, we mean an isomorphism (or equivalence) (7, β, φ) with all three maps homomorphisms. Let Ext (G, A) be the resulting set of topological equivalence classes, and let Ext (G, A) c Ext (G, A) be the classes of those sequences E: 0 -• A
• JB -^-> G -> 0 in which π has a Borel right inverse, continuous in a neighborhood of the identity (it is easily seen that this property depends only on the equivalence class of a sequence). PROPOSITION 
(Calabϊ). If A is a topological group, and τ e Z 2 (G, A), then B T may be given a topology in such a way that E-is a topological sequence, and [E τ ] e Ext (G, A). The map τ -> [E 7 ] is a bijection between Z 2 (G, A) and Ext (G, A).
Proof. See [5] . We recall that, as sets, B TJc = A k x G k (k -1, 2), and we define a map p: G 1 -* A 2 by the equation:
Let Z -Ί~ιp. Then ζeF{G u AJ, and a computation, using the multiplicativity of /S and the definition of multiplication in B τχ and i? Γ2 , shows that ζ gives an equivalence between τ x and s r 2 , thus if
If we then define β: B Tl -+B τ2 by:
and use the definitions of s τ 2 and ζ (s τ 2 ), we can show that β is an algebraic isomorphism. The local continuity of ζ shows that β is continuous at the identity, and thus everywhere. This map, with φ and 7, impliments an isomorphism of E Tl with E T2 . We omit the computations.
3. Vector valued measures* We begin with a discussion of vector valued measures as developed in [8] . We will use the second countability assumptions we have made to simplify certain points and we will make some slight changes in definitions. Throughout this section, G is a fixed locally compact group. Let B(G) be the σ-algebra of Borel sets in G and X be a separable Banach space. (b) If |m|(G) < + oo, we say that m is of bounded variation. The above definitions are essentially those contained in Dinculeanu [8] , but his Borel measures are defined only on relatively compact Borel sets, and he defines finite variation (not bounded variation) to mean |m|(J5) < + oo for all relatively compact Borel sets B.
Suppose now E and F are Banach spaces, and £f{E, F) is the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators from E to F with the usual norm and operations. Let m be a regular Borel measure on G taking values in £? (E, F) . We will always let S^(G 9 E), C^G, E), K(G, E) represent respectively the set of all E valued functions on G which are Borel measurable and have finite range, the continuous i?-valued functions on G vanishing at infinity, and the continuous unvalued functions on G with compact support. When E is the complex numbers, C, we will suppress it in the above notation. The following list of facts can be deduced from or found in [8] . Some of them make use of the countability assumptions which we have in force. In the future we will make free use of them without further mention. PROPOSITION 
Let f:G-+Eand m be a regular
, and the mapping /-> \ fdm )G
from K(G, E) to F is continuous when K(G, E) has the supremum norm.

COROLLARY 3 5. Any norm bounded Borel measurable function f from G to E is m-integrable. Also, if g is continuous, and bounded from G to R + , and ||/(α?)|| ^ g(x)VxeG, then f is the | ) -!| x limit of a sequence (f n )i^n<oo in K(G, E) such that for all n and x, ||/»(α?)|| ĝ {x).
Proof. Since \m\{G) < + °°, (c) above shows that f e& (m, E) .
shows that g n converges to / in &(m, ^(noting that g is |m|-integrable).
The measures described above can be characterized by the properties they exhibit as bounded linear maps from K(G, E) to F, i.e., we have a vector valued "Riesz representation theorem". Let L be a linear map from K(G, E) to F and let B Q {G) be the relatively compact Borel sets in G. For each SeB(G) let |||L 5 ||| = sup (Σ* !i£(/<)! 1} where the supremum is taken over all finite families (/,-) in K(G, E) such that Σ* ll/i(»)ll ^ Zs(») Vα e G. DEFINITION 3.6 . We say that a map L as above is dominated if
Ill-MK -vSeB 0 (G).
This definition is due to Dinculeanu [8] . THEOREM 3.7 . (Dinculeanu [8] , III, §19, Theorem 2.).
There exists an isomorphism between the set of all regular Borel measures m with values in J£? (E, F) , satisfying* the condition \m\ (S) < co vSe B Q (G) , and the set of dominated linear maps from
If m is such a measure, the corresponding linear map L is given by:
COROLLARY 3.8. The above correspondence restricts to a one-to-one correspondence between the regular Borel measures m of bounded variation on G and with values in S^f{E, F), and linear maps L from K{G 7 E) to F with \\\L G \\\ < + oo. We will let \\L\\ = \\\L G \\\ and note that if L <-» m, then \\L\\ -\\m\\ = \m\{G).
We nov/ specialize to the case where A is a Banach algebra and E = F ΞΞ A. We know that Λ? L (A) is isometrically embedded in £?(A, A) ΞΞ j2f(A), and we will regard ,^f L (A) as a subset of £f{A).
Both ^T L (A) and K(G, A) are right A modules (if m e ^/S L {A), f e K(G, A), a, be A, then (ma)(b) = m(ab) and (fa)(x) = (f(x)a), x e G).
We show now that the A-linear maps from K(G, A) to A are the ones of interest. where C», D n are in B(G), and a n eA.
The ( We will now prove that Λ€ L (G, A) is a Banach algebra with rtwisted convolution, for any τ e Z 2 (G, A). The only thing missing is the fact the * is associative. We first need some Lemmas. 
The result follows by approximating h with functions in ^ (G, A) . LEMMA 
If heK{G, A), v,μeΛί(G, A), and zeG, then h(x)d(Z'(μ*v))(x) = [ ( (z a(s, t))h(st)d(z-(s-v))(t)d(z.μ)(s) .
G JGJG
Proof. 
JGJG
We thus have proved that ^f L (G, A) , with multiplication *, is a Banach algebra which we will denote ^L(G, A; r). be the Banach *-algebra consisting of all Boehner integrable functions from G to A with multiplication given by:
(f°9)(*) = ί f(v)(T(y)g(y-1 x)My y y"x
JG
and involution given by:
where A is the modular function for G.
The fact that this is a Banach *-algebra can be found in [4] .
so L/ is right A-linear. Finally if (/<)isis* * s a finite family from , A) such that V# 6 G, then
Σ II£/(/<)II = Σlit f(*)M*)dχ\£(Σ\\f<\\-)\ \\f(χ)\\dχ
and so PROPOSITION 
2. Tfee αδove correspondence induces a map φ from L ι {G, A) τ) to ^f L (G, A; τ) such that φ is an isometric monomorphism, and φ(&{G, A] τ)) is a norm closed, left ideal in ^2(G, A; τ).
Proof. Let μ f be the measure corresponding to L f . Then μ f (S) = ί f(x)dxVSe^(G).
The fact that ψ is isometric follows from [8] , Ch. II, §10, no. 2, and Ch. II, §10, no. 9, Th. 6.
Now if f,gGL ι {G,A m ,τ), and heK(G, A)
, an easy computation shows that (βf*μ a )(h) = μ>f*g{h) and so φ preserves product. Since L\G, A; τ) is complete and φ is isometric, φ{U{G, A] τ)) is norm closed. From now on we will always identify / € L\G, A; τ) with μ f € Λί{G, A) τ).
To show that L\G,A;τ) is a left ideal in Λί(G,A;τ), let /e K(G, A) and m e ^C. Let Since f m {x) = [ (T(y)f(y-ί x))a(y,
JG
is norm bounded and Borel measurable, thus m integrable, and so f m (x) exists. Now \j\fjx)\\dx =
\ \ \\f{y~ι{x))\\dxd\m\(y)
J<S JG = ll/llil|ί»ll< + °°. so f m eL\G,A;τ).
Now if heK(G,A), then (m*μ f )(h) = \ ί a(y, x)h{yx)d{yμ f )(x)dm(y)
JG JG
= \ \ [T{y)f{x)\a{y,x)h{yx)dxdm{y) = ( ( [T(y)f(y-1 x)]a(y ί y-1 x)h(x)dxdm(y)
= \ β [\ β [T(y)f(y-ί x)]a(y, y-= ( f m (x)h(x)dx = μ f jh) .
J G
The result follows for / in L ι (G, A) τ) by approximating with functions form K(G, A). Hence φ{L ι {G, A) τ)) is a norm closed left ideal in ^/£ L (G, A; τ).
We now propose to prove that ^€2(G, A; τ) satisfies the two conditions of Proposition 1.5 relative to L\G, A; τ) and so is isometrically isomorphic with the left centralizer algebra of !/((?, A) τ). This is our main result, and the proof is quite involved, largely due to the presence of a non-globally continuous cocycle α. Our theorem specializes to a theorem of Wendel [21] when A = C and τ is trivial, and our proof begins like a vector generalization of his, but his proof uses weak-*compactness of the measures of norm one, a property which does not generalize at all, so we proceed in a different way. Even in WendeFs case, our proof specializes to a proof different from his. We first prove some technical lemmas. (
1) a relatively compact neighborhood U(s) of s and a set M(s) whose complement is a compact set of measure zero in G and, (2) for each teM(s), a relatively compact neighborhood V(s, t) of t and a Borel function p Stt : G-*^{A), both depending on s and t, such that if (T Sft ,a s>t ) = p s>t -(T,a), then: (i) °ta,t( χ 9 V) i s continuous for x in U(s) and y in V(s, t), (ii) T Sft (x) is continuous for x in U(s) U V(s, t), (and (x, a) -> T S)t {x)a is continuous in (U(s) U V(s, t)) x A), (iii) if t l9 t 2 eM(s) then p 8 , h {%) = p s ,t 2 (%) Vα e U(s), and (iv) e e M(s) Vs e G.
This is an extremely important technical lemma quite similar to the one proved in [2], but not a consequence of it. We will only sketch the proof. 
Proof
) = a(w, s). lί y -vte Vt, p a , t (y) -OL(V, t),
and if z = wsvί = (wsvs^si 6 PΓsFί then p βft (ίs) = a(wsvs~\ st). Otherwise p s>ί = I. Then if a? = ws e Ws and y = vteVt, a somewhat length computation shows that 8 
,ίfe 1/) = (T(w)/3(s, v, s~ι))a(w, svs~ι)T(wsvs~ι)[a(s, s^1)*^, t)\ .
Thus a Sjt is easily shown to be continuous on Ws x Vt by using the facts Vc N s -i, sVs~' c N, WsVs" 1 c N. We also have ϊ 7 Once again we have continuity due to the facts:
,,,^) -T(w)T{s) and Γ. it (y) = T(v)T(t). Thus if we let U(s) = Ws and F(s, ί) = Vt, (i) and (ii) hold.
WsWs-'ciN.
Finally T, tt (x) = T(w)T(s) and T s>t (y) = T(V)T(s), so again (i) and (ii) hold if 17(8) = Ws and V(s, t) = Ws.
In all three cases, if x -ws e U(s) == Tfs then j> β , f (a?) = a(w, s) regardless of t, so (iii) holds, and finally (iv) holds by choice of W. Similar (but simpler) considerations hold when s = e.
For future reference the operators h -+ L f (h) on K(G, A) (f in L'(G,A)) will be denoted h-»f(h).
LEMMA 4.4. Let h e K(G,
A), ε > 0 be given. Then 3 / 6 K(G) Ξ= K(G, C), / ^ 0, such that G
f(y)[h(xy) -h(x)]dy^ <εVxeG, and Proof, h is uniformly continuous on G, so there is a relatively compact neighborhood U of e such that if yeU,\\h(xy) -h(x) \\ < e.
Pick / ^ 0 with support in U such that I f(y)dy = 1. Then 
JG
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llί f(v)[h{χy) -h(x)]dy\\
Proof, e G M(s) and so α s>e is continuous on U(s) x V(s, e).
Since a 9fβ (x, e) = I (Case 2) for all x in Z7(β), the result follows from the continuity of a s>e if 7c V(s, e) is chosen small enough (note that h(G) is compact in A).
Proof. The lemma is easily seen to be a consequence of the following result: (x)a) is integrable on G, continuous and nonzero on K γ and consequently nonzero in L X {G). Thus there exists u e iΓ(G) with We now begin a sequence of lemmas leading to the proof that 
{G, A) then there exists an h in K(G, A) with I f(x)h(x)dx == /(A) ^ O We prove this general result.
φ(f(x)a)u(x)dx = ( φ(f(x)h(x))dx = φf f f(x)h(x)dx) Φ 0 ,
Proof. Choose teM(s) and define p:G->^{A) by;
I\x£ W(s) .
Lemma 4.3, (iii) tells us that p does not depend on which t e M(s) was chosen. Let g n (x) = p(x)f n e L\G, A) for all n. Now let h e K(G, A)
, and ε > 0 be given. By Lemmas 4.3, 4.4 , and 4.5, we can find an / e K(G) such that: 
for all positive integers n. The fact that {{g n "F'^{h)) ιSn<<Xi is Cauchy combines with (*) to show that there is an n Q such that if n, m ^ n θ9 \\g n {h) -g m (h)\\ < ε. Thus, (9 n (h)) 1^n < oo is Cauchy and converges to an element L(h) e A. The map L: K(G, A) ~> A, defined in this way, is easily seen to be linear and A-linear, and since \\g n \\ ^ lVn, it follows that ||L|| ^ 1. L then corresponds to a measure m which clearly has support in W(s). Now if we pass to the limit (in n) in the relation (*), we have || (m*Fi)(h) -m{h) \\ < e/3 if i ^ \ (where % depends on h). Since \\m \\ can be approximated arbitrarily closely by sums Σj =1 \\m{h ά )\\, where Σί=i 11^(^)11 = 1 f°r all x, the above relation shows that \\m\\ can similarly approximated from below by sums Σ}=i ll(^*-^<)(^i)ll Thus |||| JIm^H ^ \\m\ and so (**) ll^ll = suPϋ/n^Hm*/!! were feL\G,A). Let m be the measure p^ m, i e.,
m (S) = \ p-1 (x)dm(x) y SeB(G) .
Js
We will now show that (f n ) converges strongly to m in ^f(G, A; τ) Let teM(s) and suppose that feK(G,A) has support in V(s, t). Again p = p 8it on W(s), and p 8yt gives an isomorphism of L^G, A; τ) with &{G, A;τ att ), so (flr n ) lsSn<ββ is strongly Cauchy in &{G, A; τ S)t ).
Choose 7eK(G) with support in U(s), so that 7 Ξ= 1 on W(s).
, and our assumptions on 7, Γ,,*, α S)ί , and / show that the inner integrand is zero outside U(s) x V(s, t) and continuous on this product. The inner integral as a function of x belongs to K(G, A) and thus the entire expression tends to
. Lemma 4.6 shows that
We then apply p" 1 and conclude that /«*/-
{V{s, t), A). As in Lemma 3 of [2]
, we can show that finite linear combinations of functions in &{V{s, t), as t varies over M($) 9 are dense in L X (G 9 A) and so f n -+m strongly in L ι (G, A) r). Finally, by using (**) and applying p~\ we conclude that ||m|| = supn/ι,gi{||m*/||} where / belongs to L\G, A) τ). This completes the lemma.
At this point it might seem that we should take an arbitrary strongly Cauchy sequence in L\G, A; τ) and successively restrict to sets U(s) and use the above lemma. Unfortunately, the restriction of a strongly Cauchy sequence to a subset (even relatively compact open subset) need not be Cauchy. We must therefore proceed by means of continuous partitions of unity and the following lemma. Proof. Let (g s ) lύs<oo be a || |U dense sequence in C^G, A) (continuous functions vanishing at infinity). Now Proposition 3.4, d shows that any norm Cauchy sequence in L ι (G, A; τ) has a subsequence which converges a.e. Thus there is a set T(ΐ) of Haar measure zero and a subsequence f(n, l)isn<~ of (f n ) such that (f(n, ΐ)*g^)(x) converges in A when x$ T(l). By induction there are sets T(s) of measure zero and subsequences (f(n, s))^n <oo of (f n ) such that (i) (f(n, s) )^n <oo is a subsequence of (f(n, ft))issn<<χ> whenever Jc ^ s and (ii) (f(n, s)*g 8 )(x) converges when x€T(s). It follows in the usual way that if f n -f(n, n) and T -UΓ=i T(s), then (f n *g t )(%) converges (in n) Vs and Vx £ T. Also, since (g 8 )^s <oo is || m dense in K{G, A), it follows easily that if x ί T, then (f n *g)(x) converges for all g in K(G, A). Now if / e K(G), g e K(G, A), x$T, then the function g* defined by: g*(y) = f{xy~ι)g{y) is in K(G, A) and so (Λ*0*)(α) converges.
We have
Since T has measure zero, ((/•/»)*#) converges a.e., and since these functions are all bounded by ||/|LH#IL and have support contained in supp (/) supp(#), the Lebesgue theorem implies that (f f n *g) con-
we see that (/ Λ )i^<co is strongly Cauchy VfeK(G).
We now come to the main result. THEOREM 
4,10. ^f L (G, A; τ) is ίsometrίcally ίsomorphίc with G, A; τ)) Vr e Z\G, A) .
Proof. We will verify that the hypotheses of Proposition 1.5 hold.
Since G is second countable and paracompact, we can reduce the covering (W(s)) seG to a locally-finite, countable covering (Wis*))^^. We can then find a continuous partition of unity Σ F n subordinate to this covering. Now let (/»)i^n <oβ be any strongly Cauchy sequence in L ι (G, A) τ) with || /" Hi ^ 1 Vn. By Lemma 4.9 there is a subsequence {f n )^n <oa such that (F k 'f n )^n <co is strongly Cauchy for all k. Now supp(F fc / % ) c W(s k ) for all k, and so by Lemma 4.8,  This means that x Q U Π supp (δ a *m) = 0 and so supp(δ~*m) c x 0 supp(m).
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The reverse inequality is proved similarly.
The first part of the next lemma is a vector generalization of [21] , Theorem 3. 
Proof. Suppose that x and y Φ x are in supp (m), where m e , A; τ) is isometric. Choose a neighborhood V of e such that; (i) F-F" 1 ;F 2 c: ΛΓ and (ii) xVΓ)yV=φ and let n, p, q be respectively the normalized restrictions of m to xV, yV, and a FU 2/F Clearly p + g = n, and p, g, ^ are all isometric by Lemma 4.11. Lemmas 4.12, 4.13 and 4. 14 imply that δ x -i*p and d y -i*q have one point supports; thus p and q have one point supports, and so n = c 0 <5 β + d® δ t for some s,teG. By translation we may assme s = e, and by Corollary 1.8 \\nm'\\ = \\n\\ ||m'\\ = \\m'\\ for all m' z^f/ L (G, A; τ) . We choose any a, be A, and let m f = α 0 δ e + δ 0 3 t -i. Then
In particular, since b r = T(t)(b)a(t, t~ι) ranges over all of A as b does, we have ||cα + α&'|| = ||c|| ||α|| + ||d|| ||δ'|l for all a and V in A. By Proposition 1.9, c -0 or b = 0, i.e., p = 0 or g = 0 which is a contradiction. Thus m has a one point support and equals u (x) d x for some xeG and ^e^/^(A). Let αeA and n -T{x)~ιa® δ e . Then a\\ -\\n\\ -\\mn\\ = \\ua\\ and so u is isometric and we are done.
We now consider the double centralizers of L\G, A; τ). We know by Proposition 1.2, (iv) 
Proof. Suppose m is decomposed by (g, v)
as above, and m (so also v) has compact support. Let / e K(G, A) and c = max {Δ(x) \ x 6 supp (m)} {Δ = the modular function on G). Finally let k: <?--+ A be defined by:
Now k vanishes outside supp (/)• supp (m), and on this set I|m||< + oo 9 &o keL\G 9 A τ). Now let/ι e iί(G, A). Then
Then by Lemma 4.6 /*m = keLΐ(G, A) τ).
Since K(G, A) is norm dense in !/((?, A; r), and measures with compact support are norm dense in ^#(G, A τ), we are done. COROLLARY 
It ^f(A) = ^f L (A), and every measure in
The decomposable measures form a large class, and Proposition 4.17 is useful, but we do not know conditions which will guarantee that every measure is decomposable. PROPOSITION 4.19 . The unitary double centralizers on L\G, A; τ) are precisely the measures u (x) δ x where u e Proof. Unitaries are isometric, so every unitary has the form u (x) δ x for an isometric u. Since (u (x) δ x ) is invertible, it is not hard to see that u" γ exists. Now (u (x) δ x )* is uniquely defined by the equation (u ® δ x )**f = (f**u ® δ x )* for / 6 L\G, A; τ) and a straightforward computation shows that since (u (x) δ x )* = (u® δ x )~\ u = w 1 -u* e %f(A) . Conversely if we are given u (g) δ x with u e ^(A), we can compute (u(x) δ^" 1 to be (a(χ~\ x)* T(x~~ι)(u*) (x) δ x~ι ) and a direct computation shows that f** (u®δ x 
5* Examples and applications* EXAMPLE 1. Let G be a locally compact group, N a closed, normal subgroup and K the quotient group G/N. Suppose that there is a locally continuous cross section from K to G, i.e., G is a "fibred extension". Then it is known (see [4] 
and ^J? L {K, L\N)\ τ) are isometrically * isomorphic. This means that each measure on G can be decomposed into a measure on K with values which are measures on N, in such a way that norm, sums, and products (convolutions) are preserved. We note that if N above is contained in the center of G, then T (in the pair (Γ, α) = τ) is trivial and our results make contact with those of Edwards [10] . The precise relation between our results and his, however, is not entirely clear, since the formulations are very different. Moreover, he does not require the existence of a locally continuous cross section, while for groups which have such a cross section, our results are somewhat more explicit.
We (Lϊ(A, G; r) ) through the map a -> a (x) δ e ). From now on for convenience we will denote by a the canonical lifting of an isomorphism a from an algebra to the corresponding left centralizer algebra.
Suppose that L ι {Gn A { ; τ t )(i = l, 2) are two locally continuous twisted group algebras (i.e. τ i e Z\G h A*), i = 1, 2). Then (see § 2) r< extends to a member r 4 Proof. The discussion immediately preceding this theorem shows that if a special isomorphism σ: L ι {G x , A x ; r 2 ) -* &{G 2 , A 2 ; τ 2 ) exists, it induces an isomorphism (7, <?, Φ) Hence σ* is an (obviously special) isomorphism. Now it is trivial to show that σ* produces (by the process outlined at the start of this proof) the pair s. We will thus be finished if we show that for any special isomorphism σ, producing a pair s = (φ,7),σ ΞΞ σξ, for some p. Direct computation shows that if we let p be defined by the equation, σ(δ x ) -p(x)δ φ{x] , then σ and σξ will agree on measures in ^(G l9 A^ T X ) with finite support. It is easily seen that these are strongly dense, hence σ = σξ, and we are done. COROLLARY 
The set of special isomorphism classes of twisted group algebras over (G, A) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of orbits in H 2 (G, A) under the action of &(G, A)(= Ssf{G) x
These results generalize results of Wendel [21] , and Edwards and Lewis [11] , as previously mentiond. It is worth remarking that our method of proof, which involves going to associated group extensions, gives an almost immediate proof of the continuity properties of φ, 7, p associated with σ. This was one of the most difficult parts of the proofs of the above mentioned special cases, and our approach seems more natural as well as easier, even in those special cases.
We can also describe the group of special automorphisms of a fixed algebra L ι {G, A; r).
operators on H), and any automorphism of &{H) is an inner automorphism given by a unitary in ^{H). It is well known that such an automorphism will leave the algebra C(H) invariant. This completes the proof.
REMARK. Very likely a minor modification of the proof of (b)-(ii) would work for any ^-homogeneous C*-algebra. EXAMPLE 3. Our final example of an application of our results concerns the Homogeneous Banach ^-algebraic Bundles (H -J5-bundles) of Fell [12] . We refer the reader to [12] for all definitions connected with this example. Let & -(B, π , o, *> be an H -J3-bundle over a locally compact group G. We assume as usual that G is secondcountable, and also that the algebra A = B e is separable. We recall that, according to Fells classification of such bundles, [12] , & is canonically associated with a group extension E(&)\ 0-* ^{A) > (B)-π -> G~^ 0, where *%ί(A) is as usual and <τfc(B) is the group of "unitary multipliers" of the "bundle space" B. We will say that έ%? is locally trivial if π has a Borel right inverse which is continuous in a neighborhood of e.
Finally if L γ {B) is the "cross sectional algebra" of B, and uê (B), there is a canonical element ζ(u) of <%f(Lϊ{B)) given by : [ζ(u) f](x) -v\f(π{u)~ιx)] (π is the canonical map of ^{B) onto G). PROPOSITION 
If & is a locally trivial H -B bundle, the above map ζ is an isomorphism of^(B) onto
Proof. [3] shows that there is a locally continuous twisted group algebra L'(G, A) τ) isomorphic with L ι (B) and that the sequence 0-^(A)-> U{L\G, A;τ))-+G-+0 is equivalent with E{0). Proposition 2.6, Th. 4.15, and the discussion surrounding these results complete the proof.
We remark in closing that this proposition may well hold for more general H -J3-bundles and that whenever U/{B) ~^{L ι {B)), our results on special isomorphisms can be reworked to apply to the Bundlê . On the other hand, our main Theorem 4.10 does not seem to have a natural statement in the Bundle context.
